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Cincinnati , 25.02.2016, 18:41 Time

USPA NEWS - Style, upscale with a fabulous decor. Its atmosphere can hosts a diverse clientele from casual to lets impress our
prospective customer or client. And the pleasant aroma of food so appealing to your taste buds, it will get your mouth watering.

At 2692 Madison Rd. in Cincinnati, Ohio you will find WG Kitchen & Bar and a wonderful gentlemen named Stephen Schoch, the
General Manager. With low turnover and longevity of its staff sends a positive message.The servers and staff are highly sensitive to
the words" customer service". They know thats what keeps their favorite customers coming back and customers giving great
recommendations to friends and family. Mr. Schoch knows proper training for his staff is a must.When you have over 1500 bottles of
wine to choose from and a fantastic menu, they need to know the customer will trust their recommendations. One of the first things the
staff members are taught is wine 101! He takes the four basic ingredients of wine, tannin, acid, alcohol and sugar in their raw form and
they taste them separately. Not pleasant when tasted by themselves He then starts to blend the ingredients together in multiple stages.
It quickly gives them the understanding and makeup of the progression from dry to sweet wines. The next step is walking them through
the grape regions of the continents. This is combined to give a complete and detailed attention to the customer. The menu offers
excellent selections with longtime house specialties checked marked. Two of the long standing entires are, Spicy Shrimp Pasta &
Blackened Tilapia. I sampled the Tilapia! Outstanding! The white sauce was perfectly seasoned. One of the benefits of having a bottle
of wine with your meal, you pay shelf price and only a $10.00 cork charge. Go to www. WGKitchen.com or
www.TheWineGuyShop.com and enjoy a great experience! Great food, complete bar and tasty beer selection and great prices. Five
Stars for WG!
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